
Shoot Low Boys They're Ridin Shetland
Ponies
The world of equestrian sports is filled with various horse breeds, each of them
having their own charm and capabilities. One breed that captures the hearts of
many enthusiasts and spectators alike is the Shetland Pony. These adorable
equines may be small in size, but they possess an incredible spirit and versatility
that make them a force to be reckoned with in various disciplines.

Native to the Shetland Islands located in Scotland, Shetland Ponies have been a
beloved breed for centuries. With their sturdy build, thick manes, and fluffy
appearance, it's no wonder that they have gained such popularity worldwide. But
don't let their cute appearance fool you – these ponies are much more than just a
pretty face.

Origin and History

The Shetland Pony's history dates back thousands of years. They were initially
brought to the Shetland Islands by the Vikings, who used them for various
purposes. The harsh climate and limited resources on the islands contributed to
the development of their hardy and resilient nature.
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Although their size may suggest a limited capacity for work, these ponies were
used for heavy labor, such as hauling peat and coal. They also proved their worth
as reliable and efficient pack animals, able to navigate narrow paths and rough
terrains with ease.

Versatility and Adaptability

Despite their small stature, Shetland Ponies excel in a wide range of disciplines.
From driving to dressage, jumping to endurance riding, these ponies rarely
disappoint their riders. Their strength, agility, and intelligence enable them to
handle challenging tasks, making them suitable for both children and adults.

In driving competitions, Shetland Ponies showcase their speed, precision, and
attentiveness. Their compact size allows them to maneuver through tight turns
with exceptional dexterity. They can often be seen pulling carriages and
participating in events such as combined driving.

When it comes to jumping, these ponies are not to be underestimated. Their
powerful hindquarters and agile movements enable them to clear fences with
grace. Although they may lack the height of larger horse breeds, Shetland Ponies
make up for it with their immense heart and determination.

Therapy and Companionship

Shetland Ponies have also found their place as therapy animals, providing
emotional support and joy to people of all ages. Their gentle and friendly nature
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makes them ideal for therapy programs, particularly for children with autism and
individuals with mental health issues.

Furthermore, these ponies make excellent companions due to their mild
temperament. They are often seen in petting zoos, allowing children and adults
alike to interact with and learn about horses in a safe and controlled environment.

Caring for Shetland Ponies

Proper care and maintenance are essential for the well-being and longevity of
Shetland Ponies. Despite their small size, they have specific nutritional needs
and require sufficient exercise to stay healthy and happy.

A balanced diet consisting of high-quality hay, fresh grass, and controlled
amounts of commercial equine feed is essential. Regular grooming, including
brushing and hoof cleaning, should be a part of their routine.

It is also crucial to provide Shetland Ponies with adequate shelter and protection
from harsh weather conditions, as they are more susceptible to certain health
issues, such as obesity and laminitis.

The Shetland Pony Society

The Shetland Pony Society, founded in 1890, is responsible for preserving and
promoting the breed's welfare and standards. This organization plays an integral
role in maintaining the breed's bloodlines and arranging various shows,
competitions, and events for enthusiasts and breeders.

Breeders and owners can register their ponies with the Shetland Pony Society
and access a wide range of resources and support. The society also provides
guidance on responsible breeding practices to ensure the breed's longevity and
well-being.



In

Shoot low, boys – but not at the Shetland Ponies. These small equines have
proven time and time again that size doesn't dictate capabilities. From their Viking
heritage to their versatility in various equestrian disciplines, these ponies have
captured the hearts of horse lovers around the world.

Whether they are participating in competitive events, providing therapy, or simply
being cherished companions, Shetland Ponies continue to bring joy and
admiration wherever they go. So next time you see a Shetland Pony, remember
the saying, "Shoot low, boys, they're ridin' Shetland Ponies," and appreciate the
incredible spirit and resilience of these adorable equines.
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From New York Times Bestselling Author Lewis Grizzard ...
John Wayne had it. True Grit, that is. Bestselling humorist and philosopher Lewis
Grizzard looked for other Americans with true grit. What he found will make you
laugh and perhaps even wipe away a tear. True Grit. The people in this book
have it. And so does Lewis Grizzard.
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